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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Thank You for Another Great Year!
It’s hard to believe that another year has come and gone
here at The Painter’s Journal. What is even more amazing- and
very exciting and gratifying- is that we are starting our 5th year
of publishing in September. Every year this publication has
grown, with more subscribers and more people writing articles
for us. There are many people I would like to thank because
this journal wouldn’t be possible without their help. First,
thank you to the staﬀ and editorial board; these people help
with the every day operations of editing articles, revising the
website, soliciting advertisers, and oﬀering advice. Next I want
to thank our advertisers, without whose support the improvements we have made over the last couple of years, like adding
color to every page in the Journal, wouldn’t have been possible.
Please be sure to mention that you saw their ad in The Painter’s
Journal when contacting them. I must thank our authors who
take lots of time and care to share their knowledge and experience with us; not only do they write their articles, but they
also take the photographs and create the illustrations for them.
Without their contribution this publication simply could not
exist. Finally, many thanks to you, the subscribers. Many of
you have been subscribing to The Painter’s Journal since the ﬁrst
or second year of the Journal and I am very grateful to you for
your continued support. For those subscribers who have joined
in more recent years, I thank you for joining us and helping us
grow. All of your support inspires me to continue this publication.

in time with Sarah Aydlett’s article about the painted treasures
of the Masonic Temple in Winona, MN –a pure feast for the
eyes.
Thank you again for being a patron of The Painter’s Journal. You’ll ﬁnd a subscription renewal form in this issue for
your convenience, and we look forward to having you with us
again for 2007-08. Remember you can also renew online at
www.paintersjournal.com.
ber.

Have a great summer and we’ll see you again in Septem-

Sincerely,

Anthony R. Phelps
Executive Editor
The Painter’s Journal

I am pleased to welcome our new Webmaster, Maggie
Dillon, a Design/Technology student at Emerson College in
Boston, MA. Maggie will be helping us to expand and improve
our website to make it a better resource for our readers. In the
past few months we have improved our Web Links pages, and
have also added some sample articles from past issues. The
website now features PayPal, and by the time you are reading
this, you will be able to purchase your 2007-08 subscription
as well as back issues online at www.paintersjournal.com. For
anyone who has an idea for an article, there is a page with tips
in the Submissions section.
This spring’s issue features the work of four new authors
who share with us some techniques and some history. Tricia
Green’s article shows us how to use Confectioner’s Foil for silver leaﬁng on a backdrop. We’ve all spattered many ﬂats in
our time, but Donna Arnink analyzes every ingredient in that
favorite technique to help us use spatter more eﬀectively. Dave
Shuhy ﬁnds a new way to use overhead projectors to lay out a
Persian rug on a multi-level deck. And ﬁnally, take a trip back
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TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
Not All That Glitters is Gold
Silver Leaﬁng on Large-Scale Drops
by Tricia Green, Emerson College
Being a props master for several years before becoming
a scenic artist has prepared me for many challenges in the ﬁeld.
When anything such as sealers, adhesives, mold making, ﬂame
prooﬁng, or gold leaﬁng comes up, I am prepared. However,
this past fall during a production of The Misanthrope, I came
across something that I had never encountered: silver leaﬁng on
an asymmetrical thirty by thirty six foot drop. Figure 1 shows
the painter’s elevation I received from scenic designer Ryan McGettigan.

stretched over a frame rather than hung. So not only did the
work have to withstand transportation and the run of the show,
it also had to be resilient enough to be pulled tightly over an
asymmetrical frame.
After receiving the original elevation, I decided to go
ahead with the layout, cartooning, and base painting of the
drop while simultaneously discussing options for the silver
“mirrors” with the technical director, Jim Shumway. Due to the
size of drop, and transportation concerns, we almost instantly
eliminated aluminum foil as an option. The foil would never
have been able to withstand being folded up and rolled onto a
piece of PVC piping to be shipped over to the theater. In addition to this issue, the foil was also far too thick to give the delicately wrinkled and tarnished look that Ryan had requested,
and the coating on the back of the foil made it very diﬃcult to
adhere it to any surface let alone Flame-X coated muslin. After
a week or so of deliberation on the topic, Jim found the solution in a material called Confectioner’s Foil (Figure 2).

Figure 1
During my initial meeting with Ryan, he explained that
the windows on the drop were to be ﬁlled in with some sort of
“aluminum foil type material” that would resemble mirrors but
lack their reﬂective quality. He also explained that he wanted
a tarnished appearance with small, delicate winkles distributed
evenly throughout each section; this meant we would have to
paint on top of the foil after it was applied, something that
would prove problematic due to the resistant metallic surface.
The addition of mixed media to the drop presented itself as an
exciting challenge for me, one that became increasingly diﬃcult
as the show progressed. To begin with, the Emerson Stage scene
shop is located in South Boston, a twenty-minute drive from
our theaters located in the heart of the city next to the Boston Common. So anything we build or paint must be able to
be easily transported by cargo van or truck. And then, directly
after my meeting with Ryan, I was informed that due to the
lack of a ﬂy system in the theater, this “drop” would actually be

4
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Figure 2
The Confectioner’s Foil came in twenty inch wide rolls,
with ﬁfty feet to a roll. It was mailed directly to our shop, and
was extremely aﬀordable at just over forty dollars for the six
rolls we ordered online from Alufoil Products Company. It was
also thin, durable, and inherently ﬂame-retardant—a quality
that saved time during the in-theater paint process. While the
foil was ﬂexible and mostly tear-resistant, I was still hesitant to
apply it in the paint shop because of the damage that could occur during transportation.
Before I could fully turn my attention to the application of the Confectioner’s Foil, I ﬁrst had to concentrate on
painting the base image of the perspective hall. This was an
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enjoyable and somewhat large undertaking due to the shortage
of painters in the shop at the time. As a result of this, I ended
up doing about ninety percent of the lining, layout, and detail
work myself. Since the drop was asymmetrical the ﬁrst step
was to lay out the abstract square shape that the image would
ﬁt into. This was done by drawing out a standard square and
then extending the corners into the asymmetrical boundaries indicated in the rendering. Following this, I used a scale
rule and a large-scale soft tape measure to plot out the major
perspective points. Once these points were mapped out, I was
able to use a charcoal chalk line to snap guidelines for the tops
and bottoms of all the molding, ﬂoor, ceiling detail, and silver
windows. With all the basic layout lines in place, I began the
painting process by putting in washes using a four-inch brush
on bamboo in the darkest areas of the image. The rest of the
painting was done using small and large ﬁtches, also mostly
on bamboo poles, to freehand the detail work in the ceiling,
molding, and spatial columns. As for the rest of the pen and
ink style shading, I used a ﬁve-pronged brush to dry-brush in
the shadows and give the drop a “sketchy” feel. All of this work,
washes, thick and thin lining, and dry-brushing, was done in
the same color tone, just with varying degrees of thickness. It
usually would lean more towards the watery side, giving the
pen and ink look the designer requested. The color was mixed
using Rosco brand Black and Burnt Umber.
After the painting was completed, the drop sat for several days in the shop before it was shipped to the theatre to
be installed. We decided that applying the foil in the theatre
was the safest choice. To make the installation of the foil in
the theatre run more smoothly I did all of the adhesive testing
beforehand in the shop to ﬁnd the best option. I tested several
adhesives, including spray adhesive, white glue, 3M Fastbond
or green glue, ﬂat and gloss sealer, as well as many store brand
glues. The best solution ended up being the green glue, 3M
Fastbond (see Figure Three). (Note: I do not believe I would
have used green glue if I didn’t have the deﬁnite shape of the
mirrors already lined out on the drop. If you happen to run
into a situation where the shape you are ﬁlling in is less deﬁnite,
and you do not wish to risk getting green spots—as green glue
is a contact adhesive does not dry clear—then I would suggest
spray adhesive as the next best alternative. Just make sure the
surrounding area is masked oﬀ and the space well ventilated).
My completed test sample can be seen in Figure Four.
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Figure 3

Figure 4
The next problem I ran into was the application of paint
to the Confectioner’s Foil; with experimentation I found that
no matter what brand or ﬁnish of paint I used, it simply would
not stay. Each test sample rubbed oﬀ with little to no eﬀort,
and with the amount of foot traﬃc occurring in front of the
drop, I could not risk hoping for the best. In the end, I used the
premixed color from the drop lining, mixed with the appropriate amount of Flame-X, as well as a 1:1 mixture of paint and
semi-gloss sealer. While some of the paint still brushed oﬀ with
contact, it was far less of an issue than it had previously been.
With all of the prepwork done, and a paint kit put together, the only thing left to do was take the process to the
in-theater paint call. There was a crew of about nine students
working on the drop because there was a time slot of only seven
hours available to get everything done before the piece had to
be hung. This included set-up, cutting the Confectioner’s Foil
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to size, applying the green glue, dry time, adhering the foil,
tarnishing, lining the window frames, and clean up. Figure 5
shows the drop before any silver was applied.

Figure 5
With such a tight time schedule, I decided to split the
paint team into groups of three. Three would work on cutting
out the foil to size, starting with the largest windows and working down towards the middle; three more would follow with
applying the green glue to the back of the foil and the drop (see
Figure 6); and the last three would adhere the foil while cleaning up any missed spots or dripped green glue (See Figure 7).
Note: Some green glue can be cleaned up with gentle rubbing
or an eraser once it’s dry, but this method can usually only be
counted on for small mistakes.

Figure 6
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Figure 7

Overall, the installation ran quickly and with minimal
problems. The silver overlapped itself very well; as long as the
edges were cut slightly askew, you could not see any seams after
application. In the end, we used about two rolls of Confectioner’s Foil, less than a gallon of green glue, and about four to ﬁve
inexpensive chip brushes. The tarnishing process was done with
sponges and took no more than a half hour, and about the same
amount of time to dry. I ended up using the same mixture of
paint that I had used for the original painting of the drop’s image. First I used a thick version of the color, sponging it onto
the darkest areas of the windows, to add depth and a sense of
directional light. After that I used a thinner version of the paint
along with clean water to sponge the color outwards and fade
it out completely to silver where each window was meant to
be the lightest. The lining was done with ﬁtches on bamboo
because the tests with Sharpie brand and other markers proved
them to not be the best solution. I plotted the points for the inner window lining in the same manner I had plotted the points
for the molding, ceiling detail, and ﬂoor boundaries. Because
the lining had to be done after the drop, now attached to its
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Figure 8

frame, was standing, several students were needed to complete
the process. Two students would hold up a piece of 1 x 3 wood
along the points I had plotted while one other would use a ﬁtch
and a thick version of the premixed color to lay in the lines. The
ﬁnal product can be seen in Figures 8 and 9.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tricia Green is a senior at Emerson College about to receive her BFA in Design/Technical Theater. Her concentration
has been in Scenic Art and Properties for over ﬁve years. She has
held such positions as Properties Artisan at The Williamstown
Theater Festival, Scenic Art Supervisor for Emerson Stage, Scenic Designer for City Theater Associates, and freelance artist for
several companies in the Boston area including Cyco Scenic,
Inc. Future plans include designing scenery for Lift for the Emerson College New Playwright’s Festival, and practicing scenic
art for the 2007 summer stock season.

Figure 9
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EDUCATION & TRAINING
Painted Treasures in Winona
by Sarah Aydlett
Imagine that there exists a darkened space that measures
31’-0” in depth, 52’-0” in width and 46-0” in height. Next imagine that tightly nestled and silently hanging in that darkness are
98 perfectly balanced line sets, each supporting, as they have since
1909, their own part in the painted illusions of places both beautiful and terrifying. Now enter the Historic Masonic Temple in Winona, Minnesota and you no longer need imagine this scene— for
you are now in the presence of theatrical treasures most have only
read about in their history books.
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE BUILDING
The Winona Masonic Temple, constructed during the
years 1908 and 1909, is a three-story red-brick and stone structure designed in the Beaux-Arts traditions of the Neo-Classic style
and is located on the southwest corner of Main and Fifth Streets,
adjacent to the central business district. The large auditorium,
or Lodge Room, is the principal feature of the second ﬂoor. This
two-story space contains a fully outﬁtted raised stage at the west
end, a 52’-0” by 54’-0” open ﬂoor area at center and a balcony
level at the east end. Both the proscenium arch and the walls surrounding the room still maintain the original stenciled designs of
Masonic and Egyptian motifs. The temple, built at the height of
the popularity of American fraternal organizations, is a physical
representation of Winona Lodge No. 18, Ancient Free and Accepted Masons (AF and AM). The building also held the regional
headquarters, known as the “Valley,” of the Scottish Rite Order of
Freemasonry for southern Minnesota and as such had the need and
the opportunity to be outﬁtted with the best and the most modern
theatrical furnishings available for the times.
THE HISTORY OF THE DROPS
The 98 hand-painted drops, the largest of only two such
collections remaining in the state, were procured from the large
fraternal supplier M.C. Lilley and Co. of Columbus, Ohio. The
drops were then produced and prepared for shipping by Sosman
and Landis Scene Painting Studio of Chicago. Sosman and Landis had been established in 1875 as the ﬁrst scenery studio creating illusionary scenes for commercial theatres. Ultimately it was
to become one of the country’s most inﬂuential studios through
the early 20th century in part due to the early realization of its
co-founder, Prince J.S. Sosman, himself a Scottish Rite Mason, of
the potential in the fraternal scenery market. The Winona drops
were charged by senior staﬀ artist Thomas G. Moses who, it is said,
both designed and painted them. Upon completion the order was
shipped by rail to Winona and was then installed under the direction of Lilley’s western representative, Bestor G. Brown of Wichita,
Kansas.

LARGE LEVERS AND LOCK-FREE LINE SETS
The following section describes the 98 year-old tradition
of bringing light and life to this historic stage. Examples of the
original equipment, a selection of full stage sets and details are illustrated. It is awe-inspiring to think that when grouped together
in various combinations, the individually numbered drops can create at minimum 59 stage scenes.
Masonic historian William D. Moore describes well the advantageous developments of the time: “with the advent of electric
lighting in the 1890’s, state of the art theatrical lighting systems
were installed with the scenery in new Masonic Temples. The results were quite spectacular. Three colors of border lights, red, blue
and white, were controlled by mechanical dimmers, making it possible to portray mystical visions, changing moods, and the passing
of time during the dramatizations.”
Those very pieces of equipment that Mr. Moore describes
reside in the Winona Temple, still active in illuminating its stage
space and the drops. Stage right is the Stage Lights Control Panel,
an early electrical switchboard made of marble which controls
all the stage lights, footlights, ﬂoor pockets as well as auditorium
lights. It houses one main switch for all electrical circuits (chained
and locked to the ﬂoor and only able to be thrown by those with
a key), ten intermediate switches for control of groups (Figure 1
shows detail of switch for Borders group) and 68 smaller switches
for individual circuit control. Above the stage remain 6 battens of
border lights, each with three colors (the ﬁxtures remain original
but the lamps have been updated over the years), each carefully
spaced in the ﬂy loft so that each drop is able to receive the appropriate amount of light. Each circuit is dimmed using the resistance
dimmers in Figure 2. The following photos, Figures 3 and 4, show
the rigging of the original counterweight system -- wooden arbors,
corners worn by years of squeezing between their neighbors and
the worn wooden rail, boasting quantities of dramatic oﬀerings as
well as conﬁdence in counter-weighting with the absence of any
locks. Let us now bring in some of those ropes and take a look at
the drops.

Fig. 1
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Fig. 5
Fig. 2

Fig. 6
The next example, Figure 7, shows the scene Mooonrise over
Moor and Castle, a scene created with 5 line sets (4, 26, 51, 72, 92)
and a signiﬁcant shift in the paint palette. The overall depth of the
illusion is heightened with the addition of a full stage cut drop, a
technique allowing for intricate foreground detailing to frame the
background. Figure 8 shows a rear detail of the balustrade area and
the black cotton netting adhered at each intersection with a dab of
gelatin, or animal glue. This netting supports each cut shape, and
under the appropriate stage lighting magically disappears, making
for stunning three-dimensional illusion.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
SEAS, SECRETS AND SERPENTS
The ﬁrst set, Figure 5, is that of the scene Ocean Scape between Mountains. Drops 4, 21, 42 and 94 combine to create this
picture. The full backdrop upstage (94) is framed with 2 sets of legs
(21, 42) and a downstage portal (4). Figure 6 shows an upstage
left view of the legs as they move more toward center as they go
upstage to meet the ocean. A close study of the legs reveals the
use of wooden stiﬀeners on the backside, obviously applied after
installation to help support the shape of the painted muslin.

Fig. 7
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Fig. 8
Interior scenes often demonstrated the scenic artist’s command of laying out complex perspective compositions and painting convincing illumination with their masterful play between
light and dark, cool and warm pigment. The Treasure Room (6, 24,
52, 95), beautifully showcases these skills (Figure 9). As one sits
amidst the treasures, one is sure there is an open door at the top
the stairs, late afternoon sun pouring in, catching all the glitters.
Figures 10 and 11 each move us closer into the illusion, showing the play of color and value choices and the seemingly random
brush strokes. In this example it is obvious that the painter left
little room for additional lighting design—he did it all—a skill
that was key to any success as a scenic artist.

Fig. 11
This, however, didn’t negate the transforming eﬀects that
shifts in stage lighting could make, as is well illustrated in Figures
12 and 13. But without the conscious choice of a paint palette
that holds to a more neutral zone, the dramatic change in mood
would be less successful no matter how great a contrast in lighting.
The Dungeon uses 4 sets of drops; a portal drop (6), two sets of legs
(11, 36) and one full stage drop (57). A look through the open
doorway in this backdrop shows a peek at the bricks and loading
door in the actual back wall of the stage. It is not certain what
backing was designed for this opening, but it is probable that one
of the many free-standing set pieces ﬁnds use. With virtually no
wing space to begin with and the ﬂy gallery and lighting equipment dominating stage right, the stage left wing area stores a variety of both two-dimensional and three-dimensional scenic pieces,
themselves examples of the craftsmanship of a bygone era.

Fig. 9
Fig. 12

Fig. 10
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Perhaps the most dramatic and memorable set of drops is
the Hell Scene (Figure 14). Two points of interest are noted in this
example which consists of 5 drops (6, 11, 30, 55, 90). First is the
increased sense of depth in the illusion due to the addition of a
second full-stage cut drop, and second is the application of small
highlighting strips of colored tin, folded accordion-style and glued
to the painted surface (Figure 15). This technique does wonders
in catching the stage lights and enhances the sensation of extreme
heat through an almost tangible ﬂickering quality – intended to
ignite any fears of a future amidst these scorching ﬁres of eternal
ﬂames, armed devils and sharp-toothed serpents (Figure 16). One
thing is for certain, it does makes the cool conﬁnes of the Dungeon
now seem like souls’ paradise!

While the Hell Scene burns indelibly into the imagination,
it does not receive as much stage time as does the peaceful vista of
the Rose Garden or Garden Column with Word (Figure 17). It consists of a portal (4), legs (21), a cut drop (45), and a full stage backdrop (78) and is used as a part of all Masonic meetings. While
not shown in the example, there are several translucent sections in
the upper part of the peristyle which when backlit reveal words of
signiﬁcance to the Masonic degree work. Many other translucent
eﬀects are found in this collection as well, one of the most striking
being in the Cathedral scene (Figure 18); and while the lighting
in this photo does not showcase well the stained-glass window,
when illuminated from behind it radiates with such intensity and
saturation in color that it could easily pass as the real thing. Such
were the magic properties of aniline dye; a product used freely at
the time without much regard for or regulation of its potential
hazards.

Fig. 14
Fig. 17

Fig. 15

Fig. 18

Fig. 16
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PAINTS AND PRESERVATION
The mixing tables found in those early scenic studios are
described as open buﬀets of dry pigments and dyes, glues and solvents where scenic artists prepared their own paints from scratch.
It was an atmosphere where powdered particulates and cigar smoke
mingled together. It was an environment busy with the craft of
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illusion-making on large sheets of muslin, one brush stroke at a
time. It was also big business where mass production was vital to
company success; the professional scenic artist of the day expected
to complete a drop in 1-2 working days. With demand high and
time short and because chronic health problems would not surface until decades later, there was little concern about the painter’s
working environment. The dry pigments stored indeﬁnitely, mixed
well, dried quickly and had a desirable matte ﬁnish. Its re-workability was another attribute, for even after the paint dried, the
natural binder when moistened would loosen enough to allow for
additional blending on the surface.
This property while no doubt advantageous to the artist
and the work had one signiﬁcant drawback – it could too easily
be re-worked. This is clearly exempliﬁed in Figure 19, a close up
of major water damage. Several instances of water damage (due to
an accident to the roof during a severe storm) do exist. Fortunately
most are minor, and from a distance, unnoticeable and therefore
untouched. The severity of the damage on the garden backdrop,
however, was such that some eﬀort was made to lessen its distraction. And while it is obvious upon close inspection that this was
a repair and not a restoration, credit must be still given to the
generations of dedicated Masons, caretakers in so many areas, for
their respect and preservation of these theatrical works of art. The
following excerpt is a reﬂection on this important service:
During his long tenure with Sosman and Landis, Moses designed and painted thousands of scenes for commercial and
fraternal theaters across the Midwest, including those for Masonic temples in St. Paul and Duluth, Minnesota (as well as
Winona). Scenery created for commercial theaters was often
discarded when productions ended, so fraternal theaters hold
much of the Sosman and Landis work that remains today.
(Chronicles 1998)
TREASURES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
For anyone touring the Masonic Temple building it is easy
to testify that its history goes well beyond just its stage space. From
cabinet-lined rooms brimming with colorful costumes and glimmering props to door knobs, snipe holders and chairs, its contents
are gems of an early 20th century cultural and theatrical time-capsule. How will they fare in these times of technology and special
eﬀects? In these times of increased individualism and decreased
fraternalism? The building and its treasures are safe. The City of
Winona, owner of the building, is part of the guiding force behind
its future security. Over the last several years, its leaders were helpful in developing key collaborations so that the building still serves
the traditional meeting needs of Masons as well as the contemporary theatrical and musical oﬀerings of its other tenant, Theatre du
Mississippi. For concerts the acoustics work well for the mostly
folk singer-songwriters who play there and while the stage conﬁguration sometimes limits directors and designers accustomed to
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more modern stages, productions continue to be mounted and its
collection of drops and antique systems are always star performers.
From this resulted a summer oﬀering known as Drops and Drama,
a short showcase of several sets of drops, usually 6-7, diﬀerent each
summer, except for Hell of course. Recorded music is used and a
live actor scripted in a way as to narrate dramatically the contents
and transitions. Recorded voices (in collaboration with Winona’s
Great River Shakespeare Festival) overlay the illusions with classical
text from Shakespeare to Shaw. The experience is unique and unforgettable as audience members who have been transported from
these moors and gardens and dungeons can conﬁrm. Most stay
long after the show welcoming the invitation to come on stage,
curious and ﬁlled with questions. It is as unique an experience for
those who work the backstage and onstage -- pulling well-worn
ropes in a hot narrow gallery, wrestling large levers with fast-moving arms (and sometimes an extra foot), strolling slowly through
gardens or running oﬀ frightened as serpents descend. Learning
the history, touching the history and sharing the history. Winona
is fortunate to have a place where such history has been kept alive
for nearly a century and it looks like it has every intention of keeping safe its painted treasures.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sarah Aydlett is a set designer and scenic artist living in Winona, Minnesota. She currently works as the resident designer for
the Rochester Civic Theatre and freelances for other theatres in the
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TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
The Spatter Queen Tells All
by Donna Arnink, Colorado College
HOW THE EYE SEES COLOR
Understanding how the human (audience) eye actually
perceives color is a vital tool in broadening your vocabulary as
a scenic artist. We are taught as children that skies are “blue,”
leaves are “green,” and oranges are…… well “orange.” Our
“coloring-book” education solidiﬁes this perception, as we
frequently learn colors in terms of objects. Labels are limiting
however, as our eyes see far more than the “objective” color
our brains recognize. Understanding this phenomenon and
employing it eﬀectively will add an exciting dimension to your
scenic painting.
Nothing in the world is actually colored! Color exists only
within the rainbow spectrum inherent in light. (The paint in
every can on your shelves is black until the lid is pried oﬀ!)
Most of us know that when the various wavelengths of light
strike a surface, some are reﬂected, creating the sensation of a
particular color, and the rest are absorbed. What isn’t so commonly understood is that the human eye subconsciously sees a
wide spectrum of the absorbed colors in every object, though
our mind identiﬁes consciously only the one most dominant
color we’ve been taught to perceive. The “invisible” hues within
each object create a broad palette of color that the eye actually
requires in order to grasp things as looking “real/natural.” One
immediately recognizes a “bad” dye job, obvious because the
eye is denied the myriad of colors that compose our naturally
multi-colored hair. By the same token, ersatz ﬂoors, or wood
grains painted only in brown tones (our mind’s comprehension
of “wood-color”) often appear ﬂat and dimensionless when
compared to real wood because they lack the inherently vast
and unique coloration of actual planking.
To experience this phenomenon, simply hold a strong
magnifying glass over the celebrity gracing the cover of the Sunday paper magazine insert. You’ll ﬁnd that the eyes you perceive
as “white” and the hair of “brown” are actually a composite
of numerous diﬀerent colored dots, as seen in Figure 1. Color
images on our television work in a similar way. The pointillist painters of the late l9th century were the ﬁrst to translate
this “illusion” into paintings, creating objects with a rainbow
of colored dots perceptible only at close range. This approach
subsequently changed the art of painting with color forever,
giving both the easel and scenic artist license to inject a profusion of color into their creations with stunning eﬀects.
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Figure 1: A close-up of this face reveals the tiny bits of color that
compose it.
The eye loves color! Not only does it need a broad spectrum of hues to accept something as “real,” but also to grasp
the inherent depth in a surface or object. It also requires the
integration of many related colors in a composition in order to
“collect” the visual picture into a pleasing whole. This is true
whether the art is a painting, a photograph or a stage full of
scenery.
A face composed of only “ﬂesh tone,” a collar of only
white paint and a sweater in solid purple pigment appear much
like a ﬂat crayon rendering or a comic book, as sets can without color texturing. Artists who paint “primitive art” utilize this
“ﬂat” single color approach…resulting in what is known as a
“naïve” style of art. The eye jumps from one ﬂat colored area
to the next rather than ﬂowing smoothly over a composition
made up of varying hues that are utilized throughout. A full
integration of color versus a “ﬂat” approach is evident in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Face “A” is composed of four colors in a “primitive” style of application, much like a coloring book. Face B is composed of 15 colors.
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USING COLOR TO BENEFIT YOUR SCENERY
Grasping this color-concept, and employing a varied,
subtle palette of color over an otherwise mundane color composition can bring new life and energy to your stage art, just as
it does to the easel artist. Color texturing (color-cueing) will
encourage the eye to:
1. Accept the scenery as being more real, more visually pleasing,
and certainly more dimensional than the limiting single-color
application.
2. Flow easily around the entire stage, making a set come alive,
and tying otherwise disparate elements together visually.
3. Create luxurious, powerful areas of focus.
4. Align the costumes, furniture and stylized makeup more
closely with the set.
5. Provide a more extensive palette for lighting eﬀects, actually changing the perception of the base color on the set when
necessary.
6. Experience the illusion that the set is “cooler” or “warmer,”
or less or more intense than it actually is (often “saving” a disappointing color choice for scenery without a major re-paint!).
COLOR VOCABULARY AND APPLICATION
Understanding color terminology is of course imperative
for any artist. Figure 3 illustrates color relationships on a color
wheel, as well as “value” and “intensity” scales. Understanding
how colors interact to support or subdue one another is a vital
step in selecting appropriate colors to achieve the desirable results on a set.

Figure 3: The color wheel indicates the position of “P” primary colors, “S”
secondary colors and “T” tertiary colors. Half the wheel is “warm” and half
“cool.” The value scale illustrates how adding black or white to a base color
(red) pushes it towards tints and shades. The intensity scale reveals what
occurs when complements are mixed together.

A few basic terms are necessary to understand how to properly
utilize color:
INTENSITY
Colors that lie across from one another on the color wheel
are known as “complements,” and they serve a very important
function. When used full strength next to one another, they
serve to create the illusion of increasing one another’s intensity
(brightness or purity of color). Basic green foliage, for instance,
leaps to life when spattered tactfully with a complementary
red. When physically mixed together, complements (such as
red and green) dull one another out, resulting in a range of
grays or brown-grays, depending upon the value of the colors.
Obviously you can’t mix a color with another that is already dry
on the scenery surface, but diluting the complementary color
Figure 4: This panel, based
in a blue hue shows how
that color can be intensiﬁed and subdued (complementary panels). It also
reveals how the base can be
changed by adding spatters
of a monochromatic and an
analogous color scheme.
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with water will create a near transparent consistency, allowing
the base color to show through the texturing, but in a nowgrayed-down intensity, creating the illusion that the base color
is “duller,” or less intense. For instance, texturing a base of
leaf-green hues with thinned-down red will “gray” the foliage.
This is useful information to employ when a set is either too
overpowering or too dull in its base color(s). Figure 4 shows
how a spatter of complements can alter the base color.
VALUE
Value is the amount of black or white added to a color.
Colors become “high” in value as white is added to them, creating “tints,” while “shades” are created by adding black incrementally to a color. A tint of any color (pink for instance)
will be noticed in a more powerful and immediate way by the
viewing eye than a shade (such as maroon) of that color. One
can eﬀectively use a “value” palette to “sculpt” an entire set, as
described later in this article.
WARM AND COOL COLORS
The human eye is naturally drawn to the tints and warm
colors in any composition, noticing them before it acknowledges cool colors or shades. (It also perceives warm-colored or
tinted objects as larger and closer.) One can simply take any
base color, such as yellow, and add a bit of the primary or secondary color on either side of that yellow on the color wheel
to achieve an “analogous” color scheme of related hues. The
green-yellow and the yellow-orange that result will provide a
stimulating texture on the yellow base. One can take a further
step by eﬀectively using warm colors (which advance) versus a
cool palette (which “recedes”) to “sculpt” an entire set, just as
described for a monochromatic scheme and illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: This colored pencil sketch indicates how a warm/cool or
tint/shade scheme can be utilized to “shape” scenery eﬀectively.
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WHAT TECHNIQUES ARE EFFECTIVE IN “COLORCUEING”?
Certainly there are many techniques for enriching and
altering a set with supportive color. Some scenic artists “underpaint” scenery with a full palette of color, using warms in areas
that will eventually advance visually, and cools for areas that
will recede. These hues are allowed to bleed through the ﬁnal
coats of relatively thin color, causing the set to “glow” with life
and visually tying the scenic pieces together. Another technique
utilizes thin washes of colors that are painted or sponged over
the painted set to unify the base colors, emphasize the warm/
cool relationships and enliven scenery, in a manner similar to
under-painting. Some sets are simply painted in an artistic
style such as pointillism that actually utilizes a full spectrum of
integral color, making the scenery “dance” with energy.
A fourth, more common method of color integration is
“spattering.” Spattering is ﬂexible, immediate, and while difﬁcult to control at ﬁrst, delivers dramatic results without the
painting skills required for some other approaches.
Spattering is largely a misunderstood and misused art. Beginners often assume that spattering is a simple process of loading an old brush and throwing random colors of paint wildly
against scenery in disparate dots and gobs. A simple rule is:
if spattering draws attention to itself (a drip, blob, streak or
run), it can’t be successful. Only “dots” that are nearly identical
in size and relationship to one another provide the consistent
coverage that creates a powerful illusion! See Figure 6F.
With patience, a painter can develop the necessary skills
to eﬀectively apply an even coverage of controlled dots. Doing so will immediately make color “work” in conjunction with
how the human eye actually sees.
Take note of the following:
1. Consistency of the paint is vital. (See Figure 6.) There are
times when one wants the base color to show through a spatter
(to decrease the base color’s intensity, for instance, or to “age”
or mottle scenery). In this case, a thin consistency of spatter
is preferable. This has the potential to be problematic when
painting vertically, as there is a tendency for the spatter to run.
This eﬀect can be avoided, or at least reduced by (1) covering
your platforms and sculptural units with muslin, as you do ﬂats,
in order to provide a texture that holds the paint in place, (2)
not overloading the brush (snapping out the excessive liquid),
or (3) applying coats sparsely, allowing each layer to dry before
adding another so that dots don’t “build up” on one another
and drip from the weight of the wet paint itself.
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A

B

C

D

Figure 6: Panels A through E are examples of ineﬀective spattering:
“A” has been spattered with the brush too close to the surface. “B”
shows the eﬀect of a brush that is too loaded with paint. “C” has
been spattered with a brush that is too small, resulting in “tracks.”
“D” shows spattering with paint that is too thick. “E” illustrates
spattering with a brush that is too loaded with thin paint, resulting
in “gobs” of paint that drip. “F” is a proper spatter application.

E

F

More typically you’ll want a thicker consistency of paint.
If it is too thick however, the paint will not “slide” easily oﬀ
the bristles, resulting in mere gobs of air-born color splattering
against a ﬂat. This is never a desired eﬀect, as the splatters will
draw attention to themselves, and destroy the subtle illusion
spattering is meant to create. A good rule of thumb is to dip
a ﬁnger into the paint and then hold it up straight to let the
paint “settle.” If one can barely discern the surface of the ﬁnger through the paint, it is probably a good consistency. Some
painters add two parts paint to one part of water, but because
some paints are thicker than others to begin with, this formula
can’t be relied on. Trial and error is always the best approach
since the various surfaces to be painted (metal, wood, canvas,
muslin, silk) will accept the spatter diﬀerently.
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2. A good spatter brush will be one that is in excellent condition, ﬂexible, dry and clean. Some prefer natural bristle, some
synthetic. For beginners at least, a good synthetic brush usually
allows the paint to slide oﬀ in a more consistent manner. Always avoid cheap brushes as the bristles don’t hold their form
and tend to splay out, bend, or break oﬀ, leaving you with less
control over the process (and stray hairs stuck to your scenery!).
A four inch brush is necessary for broad, even coverage. Smaller
brushes tend to create streaks of dots rather than a ﬁeld of texture. See Figure 6C.
3. Never dip your brush into paint more than half way up the
bristles. Paint can work its way into the ferrule, the metal collar
of the brush, where it can harden and diminish the all-important ﬂexibility of the bristles. Wash your brushes frequently to
avoid this, but you may want to switch to a dry brush when you
continue spattering. Moisture left in the bristles will abruptly
change the eﬀect of spattering, giving you less control as it will
thin the paint until the brush becomes saturated with paint
again.
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4. ALWAYS shake out excess paint. You cannot control your
spattered surface with a brush that is saturated with liquid.
“Snap” a just-dipped brush at least three times into a large
handy bucket (watch out for disastrous splashes onto the platform, or stage ﬂoor surfaces!), or onto a nearby tarp or yet unbased ﬂoor surface, etc. before attempting to spatter with the
paint remaining in the brush. THIS IS VITAL. Some artists
wipe their brush on the edge of the bucket, but this isn’t a reliable method as you can’t feel how much useful paint remains
in the brush, as you can by “snapping.”
5. Because spatter is all about CONTROL, holding a brush
properly determines the manner in which the tiny dots of
paint are released. It is imperative for beginners that the wide
edge of the brush is kept parallel with the surface receiving the
spatter when the paint is released. Tilting it at an angle can
result in a narrow track of spatters that draws the eye’s attention, thus destroying the illusion. With PRACTICE, you can
hold the brush at a 45 degree angle to a ﬂoor, platform lid, or
scenery lying on the ﬂoor and release the paint accurately in a
soft circular motion ahead of yourself as you move across the
surface.
6. The grip on your brush should be light. Squeezing tightly
will lessen the ﬂexibility of your “release” by cramping your
wrist.
7. Spattering isn’t about throwing paint against the surface,
which occurs when the entire arm is used to release paint from
a brush. The proper technique, which assures the proper relationship of brush to surface, is to snap the wrist while holding
the upper arm relatively still. (There will be a slight ﬂex at
the elbow only.) If done correctly, the long muscles in one’s
fore-arm will begin to ache after about ten minutes until they
are developed! Use an overhand motion for ﬂat scenery, or a
sideways snap if the surface is vertical, again keeping the brush
ferrule parallel to the surface receiving the paint.
8. This release of paint should happen at least three feet from
the painted surface. If snapped too closely, the spread of the
dots will be irregular or overly-concentrated, and again, draw
unwanted attention from the audience eye.
9. Be patient! The beauty of spatter occurs as color is built
up and manipulated. Spatter must be applied in layers with
careful intention. For clarity, allow each application to dry before adding the next color. One can develop a vocabulary of
“dots” by: (1) laying them close together in layers, (2) applying a sparse application with greater separation, (3) creating
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a spread of tiny, almost invisible dots from a brush with little
paint left in it, (4) creating almost transparent dots by watering
down the paint, (5) softening surfaces by spattering on a surface moistened with a spray bottle, or (6) layering thicker paint
for more density. Each choice will render a unique and useful
eﬀect as long as the application is consistent over each surface
10. NO hard edges should show where spatters begin and terminate. Spatters should blend imperceptibly into the base and
other spatters, as in Figure 7, becoming less concentrated at
the outer edges so that they appear natural and unobtrusive to
the eye.

Figure 7: The top visual illustrates an abrupt, thus unsuccessful
termination of the spatter, while the lower visual shows the gradual
transition that makes spatter eﬀective.
11. If you are carrying around a paint can of spatter color and
wiping your brush on the edges, carry the can inside a bucket,
as paint is likely to drip onto the scenery lying on the ﬂoor
... and destroy the subtle illusion you have created. Trying to
clean up a huge accidental blob of paint with a wet sponge can
be a disaster as it will probably spread the wet color, and alter
the background, creating a mess that will again draw attention
to itself. A better bet is to break up the large drip when it dries
by hand, spotting in other colors over it with a tiny brush, or
even a natural sponge. Matching an area to the surrounding
spatter is very diﬃcult because of the subtlety, so try not to get
yourself into that very frustrating situation.
12. Don’t be afraid to use color. Four or more spatters on a
base are not excessive. If done skillfully, the base color will only
be enriched and enhanced, not obliterated as one might think.
Using multiple colors may be scary at ﬁrst, but with practice,
you’ll become proﬁcient…..and more courageous! Lay on the
colors that are closest to the base color ﬁrst. Then work towards
the darkest colors, and ﬁnally, spatter in the highlights with the
lightest (or warmest) colors last to ﬁnish the “shaping” of the
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begin by lightly spattering every surface of every scenic unit with a
subtle spatter of these colors. This will immediately cause the eye
to ﬂow more smoothly over the set, soften the composition, and
tie each unit to the others.
Remember to ALWAYS texture the ﬂoor with the same colors used
in vertical units. Even if the audience angle isn’t steep enough to
see much of the ﬂoor surface, the lights will help reﬂect colors
used in the ﬂoor and tie them in with the walls or platforms more
successfully.
2. The actor can be more visually tied to the stage composition if
you include spatters of costume or furniture colors in the set. Obviously you don’t want to go too far or the actor will “disappear”
into the scenery, but the eye will be pleased with a subtle spatter of
the yellow color of the lead actor’s robe on the set behind him.

Figure 8: The door on the left is painted in the color swatches above the
door. The lower diagonal has been spattered overall with each of those
colors, unifying and softening the eﬀect. The door on the right has been
spattered and shaped with additional colors, shown over the door. Spatters
were added in stages as each base color was laid in separately.

set. As you can see in Figure 8, spatters may be applied over some
colors, and not others.
13. In addition, spatters are very useful in correcting painting errors. A good application of spattering will even out a spotty paint
job, and mask a less-than-perfect job of muslin or dutchman application, as the dots quickly build up and conceal obvious edges.
A spatter can save a poor job of sponging as well by breaking up
the obvious sponge marks. If a texturing job has gotten too busy,
spattering heavily with the base color will even it out, and bring it
back closer to the original color.
HOW DO I CHOSE AND USE COLORS?
With literally hundreds of thousands of colors to chose from,
selecting appropriate hues is often a daunting assignment for the
beginner (and professional as well!) Beginners would do well to
limit their palette at ﬁrst while developing conﬁdence.
1. The eye has a natural tendency to want to unify a composition rather than “bump” over it, jumping from one disparate color
or shape to another. Spattering each unit of scenery with colors
used elsewhere on the set ties the stage composition together. For
instance, you might spatter the gray walls with the blue used for
the cornice. If there are three distinct colors in the set (such as the
pink border, ochre “ﬁeld,” and blue design as seen in Figure 8),
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3. Monochromatic schemes (essentially a value scale of one hue)
are a safe, basic means of texturing a set (see Figure 4) and helping
“sculpt” the scenery. Alter the base color by simply adding increments of white for both texture and emphasis in the dominant
areas such as the downstage edges of platforms, the bottom half
of ﬂats, and the primary acting areas. Add black in increments
for shading and sculpting purposes at the tops of the ﬂats, in the
corners, and the outer edges of the ﬂoors and walls. Mix about
three tints and three shades and do a light spatter of each over the
entire set for general texture before concentrating on “shaping” by
emphasizing darks versus lights in particular areas. See Figure 5
for a suggestion of how to apply spatter in this manner. Creating
the heightened illusion of depth is especially useful for a stage, or
scenic arrangement that isn’t very deep structurally, creating visual
depth where none exists.
4. Utilize analogous colors, those that lie on either side of a given
color on the color wheel. A blue base would be enhanced by using
blue-purple and/or blue-green for a spattered texture as in Figure
4. A general all-over light spatter of either or both will simply add
depth and interest without changing the overall color a great deal.
Remember that the warmer colors can work with the cooler ones
to “shape” and focus the set in the same way as a monochromatic
scheme. The diﬀerence is that by using additional colors, the set
appears richer and more interesting.
5. If you are not pleased with the overall color of a set, ﬁnding it
too warm or cool, too dark or light, spattering is an easy ﬁx that
adds texture and interest without having to repaint all the scenery.
(See Figure 10 for the ultimate of color change.) The safe approach
to making the set warmer or cooler is to pick an analogous color
(one step in the warm or cool direction on the color wheel) for the
spatter. Purple can be warmed up by adding a bit of red, or cooled
down by adding a touch of blue. Note how the green in Figure 9
has been warmed by adding an ample yellow spatter.
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Figure 9A

At ﬁrst you may be very aware of the texturing. It may look
strange if you are not used to the beneﬁts of spattering. Step back
to the distance at which the audience will see the painting. Turn on
the stage lights and experiment! Keep practicing. If done skillfully, the base color will only be enriched and emphasized, never
obliterated or reduced in its impact. Your scenery will glow with
life, look rich and professional, and excite and please the audience’s
eye…..as well as your own!

Figure 9B
Figure 9A: This panel was based in the green shown on the left
with the colors of spatters in squares above it. The ﬁrst section has
been spattered with all the cool/dark spatter colors. The second
section has been “shaped” with cools versus darks, placing a red emphasis in the central area. The third section was “warmed” overall
by spattering it with yellow. Figure 9B: A close up of the second
section illustrates an eﬀective use of six spatter colors.
6. Black can be a destructive color on a set because the eye perceives it as ﬂat and dimensionless. Utilizing a color of very low
value, such as a dark blue, instead, breathes life and energy into
a “black” area. Or give a lively tone to black areas by spattering
with low values of other colors on the stage, thus pulling that dark
“dead” area into the composition visually.
7. Sometimes spatters are added to enhance the color eﬀect of
the lighting gels. It would take an entire article alone to address
the endless combinations that occur when pigment meets colored
light. The “additive” and “subtractive” systems of “light-produced”
color are truly complex. Just remember that color in light can only
be reﬂected by a surface that contains the color in the light itself.
Blue gels can enhance blue paint, turn white paint blue, and turn
red surfaces gray, for instance, depending on the saturation of the
gel. On the other hand, a set painted in various combinations of
purple can easily be changed from “warm” to “cool” by using gels
either in the rich pink or blue range. View your color selections
under various gels with the lighting designer to select spatters that
will enhance the lighting and make your set more eﬀective and
ﬂexible.
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Figure 10: Both of these panels were originally painted in ﬂat beiges
and browns as shown in the section at the upper left. The upper panel
was transformed into a cool range by utilizing thin and thick spatters
of blue on a wet surface. Brown and sienna colors were spattered on a
wet surface to create the warm tones seen in the bottom panel.
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Projector Obscura:
Projection in Scene Painting
Dave Shuhy, Regent University
According to a report by 60 Minutes’ Lesley Stahl, the use
of projection as a guide to intricate painting has been used by artists as early as 1420, however the debate over the artistry of such
activities still lives on:
[Art historians] don’t like the idea that, as Hockney suggests, the Old Masters traced their creations. There is an implication of cheating in that.
But Hockney says they weren’t cheaters, but great innovators: “Not only did they have skills you think you know,
they had marvelous skills about optical things as well” (par.
21-22).
Whatever the answer, the tradition of using projection for
painting survives. On a recent production of J. B. Priestly’s play
An Inspector Calls, the director and I made the choice to paint an
oversized Persian rug as the ﬂoor treatment, however there was
a narrow window of opportunity to paint and limited access to
skilled labor. For those reasons I chose to project the paint detail
as a guide for the process.
In the November 2006, Regent University in Virginia
Beach, VA mounted An Inspector Calls in its Studio Theatre. The
story takes place in the upper-middle class Edwardian home of the
Birlings. Thematically, director Eric Harrell and I chose to bring
out the veneer that this family has put over the stark reality of life.
To evoke this mood, an exaggerated Persian rug dominated the
stage ﬂoor (Figure 1). Practically speaking though, painting such
an involved ﬂoor treatment over the 350 sq. ft. platformed space

was an immense undertaking for the theatre’s very small paint staﬀ,
myself and one half-time Scenic Artist. This was further complicated by the need to work around day and night rehearsals, and
only being able to supplement the paint crew with non-painters.
To handle these issues, I chose to use projectors rather than
a more traditional method for laying out the detail. By using projectors, I was able to create the images just as I wanted them, set up
the projectors and leave them up for the duration of the painting
process. This allowed me to return to the work with very little set
up time for each painting session, and break up the process based
upon availability of the space and crew.
The choice to use overhead projectors instead of video projectors was an easy one. First, overhead projectors are in low demand so I could steal several from the University’s IT department
without worrying about having to give them up halfway through
the process. I was able to get multiple projectors and so I could devote one projector to each platform on the set, removing the need
to complete one platform before moving to the next. Also, the
overheads are lightweight and low maintenance; if video projectors
had been used then corresponding video sources would have been
needed for each one. Finally, the replacement cost of an overhead
projector lamp is considerably less than that for a video projector.
First I had to locate and manipulate the image to be used.
The image should have a high resolution, but I worked with one
that was pretty low without major diﬃculty. Also the image needed to contain enough contrast for the scenic artists to be able to see
the detail and make out the diﬀerent forms. In order to achieve
the second, I found it necessary to manipulate the image in Photoshop CS2 (Figure 2). Also, I experimented with using a grayscale

Figure 2 (Above): While it distorts the color of the image, adjusting
the contrat and brightness or curves in Photoshop helps to make the
image easier to see once projected.
Figure 1 (Left): An Inspector Calls, at Regent University. Director:
Eric Harrell; Costume Design: Judy Holland-Geary; Lighting Design:
Bill Orsetti; Scenic Design: Dave Shuhy; photo by: Dave Shuhy
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image, but found that this actually was harder to see because the
diﬀerent colors helped to deﬁne the areas in the image.
After adjusting the image, I printed it onto several transparencies. The correct scale needed to be created by manipulating
the original image prior to printing. Overhead projectors have a
set beam angle, therefore the size of the projection is based upon
the distance from the projector to the surface. As I was working
vertically, I did not have the ability to move the projector closer
or further away to adjust the overall image size, so I adjusted the
size of the image before I printed it. Also, I discovered that the
ink smudged very easily on the transparencies, so I had to be careful not to destroy any detail. The projectors were rigged above
the stage in the lighting grid (roughly 23’ above the stage) and
strapped into place using ratchet straps. The transparencies were
positioned and taped using blue masking tape and the setup was
complete.

Figure 4: The image was much easier to see from a distance, so
stepping back from the work was a helpful way to check accuracy
and regain bearings in the image.

With the projectors hung and adjusted, I transferred the
image onto the stage ﬂoor using medium vine charcoal (Figure 3).
Working so close to the projected image was problematic because
the ﬁne lines on the transparency became thicker and more confusing and so it was necessary to back up from the work to get a sense
of what was going on (Figure 4). Working with an 8”x10” print
in hand also helped to determine the nature of the image. Charcoal was a good medium because it wiped oﬀ when painted over.
I don’t recommend a compressed charcoal or a soft vine because
the charcoal gets picked up by the paint and causes discoloration.
However, since the charcoal does wipe oﬀ it’s important to only do
as much as can be painted in one sitting. Actors, carpenters and
electricians will smudge the lines and the drawing will have to be
redone.

Painter in photo: Elizabeth Newton

Figure 3: Using medium vine charcoal, the image was drawn on
the ﬂoor and painted one element at a time.

Figure 5: The base red was painted in just by following the projected image, thereby cutting out the step of drawing any detail.
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The painting process was pretty straightforward. The platforms were based in a neutral color, and then the negative space
around the shapes was cut in with red just using the projection
as a guide (Figure 5). The red was then spattered to add depth.
Each of the motifs was then painted in using a cream colored base,
blocking out any sloppiness in the spatter, and clearly deﬁning
each of the shapes. (It was necessary to clean up the edges around
the motifs, going back with red to ﬁll in where the two bases did
not meet.) For painting the details of the motif, I used Rosco Iddings and Super Sat in thin glazes, about the consistency of skim
milk. This allowed for quick work and since the paint was not
completely opaque, the base coat showed through creating natural
variations and adding depth. The ﬁnal product was then sealed using a Sculptural Arts ﬂat Plastic Varnish to protect it from re-wetting; this product also shows less scuﬃng than Rosco’s ﬂat acrylic.
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While tracing and painting the ﬂoor, I left the projectors on. This helped to me distinguish what I was working on.
I painted the red portion of the rug ﬁrst and returned to the
border areas second. In this way, the negative space could be
put down in a couple hours, and allowed to dry while the next
platform was painted. The drawing and painting of the details
progressed more slowly, but even so, most of a platform could
be completed within an 8 hour day (border excluded).

the major pieces. In addition, this made it possible for other
people, in particular part-time student shop help, to come and
cut in blocks and areas without a lot of direct oversight, which
freed the Scenic Artist and me to work on the more detailed
portions. And since I used the overhead projectors rather than
video projectors I didn’t have a problem getting them on loan
for an extended period of time – no one wants overheads in the
classroom.

There were some problems which surprised me and
which I had to work around. The biggest issue was the clarity
of the image. The original image was relatively low resolution,
roughly only 400x600 at 100dpi, but the bigger problem was
that over a 20’ throw from the projector to the stage surface the
details became magniﬁed and enlarged. Over that distance a
line that is only 1/16” becomes one or two inches wide. This
made it necessary to work with a copy of the image in hand
to be able to determine the exact placement of lines. Another
surprising challenge was the various focal lengths of each of
the projectors. I had one projector on hand and borrowed two
others which meant, I discovered, that there were two diﬀerent
beam angles and two inherently diﬀerent image sizes. Rather
than trying to scale the image the same size, I chose to use this
and make the paint detail on the ﬂoor diﬀerent scales for each
platform (Figure 6).

There were some minor issues that sprang up such as the
relatively low candlepower of the projectors, which forced me
to work in a dark space while sketching out the detail (preventing other work from going on). The projected image was very
susceptible to vibration; people walking on the grid or catwalk
would shake the image or shift the projector slightly. Also the
image keystoned slightly, and everyone went cross-eyed trying
to make sense of such a large image from up close.
Overall, the method was incredibly eﬀective and cut the
time down signiﬁcantly. Because I was able to make design
choices at the computer and then only had to transfer the image in the space, the process lost much of its complexity and
allowed for multiple people help in the project. Since each
platform was independently projected, the work could progress section by section around the schedules of everyone else
involved. And so, art historians may consider it a cheat, and
perhaps the Ecole des Beaux-Arts may look down their noses
at the process, but the use of projection for painting has a long
history – of which we should make use.
Works Cited:
“Was It Done with Mirrors?” Narr. Lesley Stahl. Sixty Minutes.
CBS. 3 August 2003. Transcript.

Figure 6: Because of diﬀerent beam angles in the overhead projectors, the scale for each platform was varied.
Painter in photo: Elizabeth Newton
Even with the unique challenges, the beneﬁts far outweighed any of the problems that I had to overcome. Using
this method allowed me to work at the appropriate scale on
each platform and also helped to quickly map out each of
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Your Deﬁnitive Source for Textile Fabrics Speciﬁcally Prepared to Accept Colorfast Paints, Printing
Inks, Dyes and Digital Prints for Scenography, Costume Design and Theatrical Applications
To the Scenographic Artists:
We are pleased to introduce the scenic artists’ community to our selection of fabrics for their painting and
set building projects. For over 30 years, Testfabrics, Inc. has been a valued supplier to textile surface design
artists and costume builders needing textile piece goods that will accept quality textile dyes, inks and paints
and be colorfast on the fabrics.
Our fabrics are not ‘loom state’ or what are commonly referred to in textile circles as ‘greige goods’/’grey
goods’ (‘greige’ is the French term for ‘raw’). Our fabrics contain no sizings, dyes or surface applied resins
(i.e.: permanent press/’Scotchgard’ etc). In order to successfully dye, print and paint fabrics and have them
be colorfast, you need a ‘clean’ surface to allow the dyes, printing inks and paints to adhere/bond/react with
the ﬁbers in the fabric. Our fabrics have had the sizings removed, they have been scoured/washed, bleached
where required and are ready to be dyed, printed or painted.
We sell fabrics from our inventory of both woven and knit fabrics, from all the major ﬁbers and from 1 linear meter on up. We have all weights including many cotton, linen and polyester canvas fabrics.
We also provide special textile services in sourcing, custom dyeing and printing, ﬂame retardant applications, digital printing, cutting and slitting and basic sewing.
In the last few years we have added fabrics from our associates, Creation Baumann of Switzerland. They are a
major supplier of contract architectural and interior design fabrics, many already dyed and WITHOUT any
surface applied resins allowing them to accept pigment prints and paints giving you colored backgrounds
without having to create time consuming expanses of painted surface. Equally important are the number
of inherently ﬂame retardant polyester ﬁber fabrics available in colors and some in widths up to 110 inches
making them ideal for theatrical applications.
To learn more about out products and services, please contact us directly or through our web page inquiry
form found at www.testfabrics.com. We have a free catalog and price list available and can also provide
swatches on request. Our swatch book pages are available individually and as a complete binder as are the
color cards from Creation Baumann.
We look forward to hearing from you and to working with you! Let us know how we can help with your
painting and scene building requirements. Thank you!
Testfabrics, Inc. P.O. Box 3026/415 Delaware Ave., West Pittston, PA 18643
Phone: 570 603 0432; Fax: 570 603 0433; email: info@testfabrics.com
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BACK ISSUES
LOOKING FOR BACK ISSUES?
BACK ISSUES
Spring 2003
Fall 2003
Winter 2003
Spring 2004
Fall 2004
Winter 2004
Spring 2005
Fall 2005
Winter 2005
Spring 2006
Fall 2006
Winter 2006
Spring 2007

WE’VE GOT THEM!
BUY ONLINE AT www.paintersjournal.com
All previous issues of The Painter’s Journal, as well as 2007-08 subscriptions, are available for purchase. You can view the table
of contents for each issue online at www.paintersjournal.com.

O R D E R F O R M (Please feel free to photocopy this form):
Individual back issues (check oﬀ desired issues in the box above):
2003-04 issues
2004-05 issues
2005-06 issues
2006-07 issues
2007-08 subscription

O R D E R TO TA L

qty_____x
qty____ x
qty____ x
qty____ x
qty____ x
qty____ x

$8= $_____
$20= $_____
$20= $_____
$20= $_____
$20= $_____
$20= $_____
$_____

Please mail check, payable to The Painter’s Journal, to
The Painter’s Journal, c/o Anthony R. Phelps, 80 Cotting St., Medford, MA 02155.
Please send my order to:
Name _________________________________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________________________
City_________________________________________ State__________________ Zip Code___________________
Email_______________________________________________Phone______________________________________
Questions? Please write us at phelps@paintersjournal.com, or call 781-526-1017.
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CrystalGel

®

Rosco’s New Texturing Material
CrystalGel allows you to quickly and safely add texture to scenic pieces, props or costumes.
It can be applied by brush, roller or pastry tube and will adhere to both hard surfaces, such
as plexiglass and metal or soft surfaces such as muslin and velour. It dries clear and can then
be painted. You can add liquids, such as paint or fabric dye to it, or such solid materials as
glitter, sequins, gimp or even feathers. We show some applications here.

You can apply CrystalGel to a 2 x 4 with a tool as simple as
a plastic spoon. The material will hold an edge without
“melting.”
CrystalGel will adhere to a number of materials used in stagecraft. Some examples, shown here, are upholstery foam, polystyrene, pine, aluminum, ethafoam rod and steel.

You can use a pastry tube to apply CrystalGel, specially when
using it as an adhesive for attaching beading. You can add
dye to CrystalGel to create decorative details. That is also
most easily accomplished with a pastry tube.

Many scenic artists will use a cake decorating tool for applying
CrystalGel. Its shown here being applied to aluminum.

Samples of CrystalGel are available. Call any Rosco office or send a request via email to: paint@rosco.com

www.rosco.com

Stamford, CT: 800-ROSCO NY
Hollywood, CA: 800-ROSCO LA
Also in:Toronto, London, Madrid, São Paulo
and Sydney

